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Crippling 
 
When a character is reduced to 0 Wounds, roll 1d10. (Also, the character gains a cool scar.) 
• 4-10. Knocked out. At the end of combat, get up and uncheck a Wound box. 
• 2-3. Bleeding out. Needs immediate healing (as a focus action) to move the character to “Knocked 

Out.” At the end of combat, if no healing has happened, test Commitment difficulty 10 or die. 
• 1. Crippled. Roll 1d10 to see what permanent damage the character sustains. 
 
After each kind of crippling, a talent shows how the character can compensate at least in part for the 
maiming. These need not be trained, a character can practice to overcome the handicap. They do count as 
cross-template talents. 
 
Crippling (d10) 
1. Chronic Pain. Take a -2 penalty to Charm and Brawn. 

• High Pain Threshold. Constant. Reduce penalties to 0 for 10 minutes by spending 1 
Awesome Point. 

2. Lose a Hand. You cannot use one of your hands. 
• Hook Hand. Constant. You can compensate with a prosthetic, so you are -2 to two handed 

tasks, but you can also attach a light weapon or manage many tasks unimpeded. 
3. Lose an Eye. All range attacks and Awareness are -2. 

• Gauge Depth. Constant. You can spend 1 Awesome Point to gain +2 to range attacks. 
4. Lose an Ear. Awareness is -2. 

• Sharp Ear. Constant. You are no longer -2 to Awareness. 
5. Lamed. Cut movement to ½, and Daring is -2. 

• Hopalong. Constant. Your movement is no longer ½, as long as you have a prosthetic and/or 
a crutch. You are still -2 to movement over barriers. 

6. Smashed Teeth. Charm is -2, breath stinks, must be slow and careful to speak clearly. 
• Charming Slur. Constant. You can compensate for your broken teeth, slurring 

understandably, chewing substances that kill the smell, and keeping your teeth out of sight. 
You are no longer -2 Charm. 

7. Head Wound. Your thinking slows and moves sideways. Charm and Commitment -2. 
• Whisper of the Gods. Constant. You may not think like other people do, but you work with 

it, in your own weird brain damaged style. Spend 1 Awesome Point to ignore the penalties for 
10 minutes. 

8. Broken Chest. Breathing is hard. Brawn and Daring -2. 
• Adrenaline Breath. Constant. You have worked out to the point where you can spend 1 

Awesome Point to ignore the penalties for 10 minutes. 
9. Confined. Paralyzed from the waist down. 

• Wheels. Constant. In a wheelchair, can move at ½ movement at -2 Daring (as “Lamed.”) 
10. Lose a Limb. 1-3, right arm. 4-6, left arm. 7-9, right leg. 10-12, left leg. Counts as “lose a hand” or 

“lame.” 
 
 


